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1. Several companies .......... the government’s new program. 

1) supported 2) created 3) performed 4) competed 

2. they have tried to limit such imports in order to ………. their jobs. 

1) Prepare 2) produce 3) protect 4) present 

3. The government had to ………. the foreign prisoners and allow them to go to 

their own countries 

1) release 2) review 3) remind  4) realize 

4. There are talks about the ………. of petrol. 

1) import 2) snack 3) progress 4) degree 

5. The American economy ………. is already very bad, and it is getting worse. 

1) definition 2) continuation 3) situation  4) fascination 

6. some women are forced to make a ………. between their family and their job. 

1) track 2) review 3) departure 4) choice 

7. We want to ………. all the money we have collected to their bank. 

1) stretch 2) attach 3) involve 4) transfer 

8. All office door ………. before you leave. 

1) must lock 2) must be locked 

3) are being locked 4) will lock 

9. The bank manager, ………. we talked about, has been given a raise. 

1) which 2) who 3) whose 4) whom 

10. All employees are asked to hand in ………. ID card when arriving  

1) his 2) their 3) your 4) its 

11. To have a cheque cashed you need to bring either your birth certificate ………. a 

valid ID. 

1) together 2) or 3) as 4) by 

12. There is going to be a new ………. in Electronic Banking. 

1) develop 2) developing 3) development 4) developer 

13. The clerks ………. tea, when the boss stepped in. 

1) have had  2) are having 3) used to have 4) were having 

14. The ………. has requested to be given a second chance. 

1) application 2) applicant 3) applied 4) applying 
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15. I’m still looking for a job but I ………. something soon. 

1) to hope find 2) hope to find 3) find to hope 4) hope finding 

16. A : Why are you turning on the television ?  

B: I……………..the news .  

1) Will watch  2) am watching  

3) am going to watch  4) watch  

17. The teacher didn’t give the students a homework assignment, ………..?  

1) did he  2) didn’t he  

3) did the teacher  4) didn’t the teacher  

18. My friend Jack will get good job …………….. he may graduate from school or not .  

1) that  2) while  3) when  4) whether  

19. The phone started ringing ………….. I walked out of the room .  

1) therefore  2) as 3) since  4) instead  

20. Today we didn’t have class …………. The teacher was absent .  

1) so 2) whenever  3) because 4) however 

21. Her performance to the test was below ……….. .  

1) action  2) activity 3) average 4) account  

22. She ……………every morning by running in the park .  

1) breathes 2) exercises  3) expresses 4) raises 

23. He is suffering from the ………. effects of smoking at the moment .  

1) useful 2) colorful 3) powerful 4) harmful 

24. He looked down at the floor in an attempt to hide his ……….. .  

1) explanation  2) in volvement  

3) embarrassment  4) presentation  

25. Our teacher belives that our English will …………… with practice .  

1) improve  2) stretch 3) influence 4) continue 

26. The company …………… all its money from direct foreign investment .  

1) derives 2) assesses 3) estimates 4) distributes 
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27. We will soon have ……….. pay programmers to reward top researchers in our 

institute .  

1) obvious 2) variable  3) principal 4) perspective  

28. I would take you if I could but I don’t have a car at my ………….. this week .  

1) draft 2) device 3) domain 4) disposal  

29. All evidence ……………… to this case must be given to the police .  

1) relevant  2) obtained 3) perceived  4) dominant  

30. After what happened yesterday , I have no …………. But to ask you to leave .  

1) method 2) authority 3) procedure  4) alternative  

31. The doctors have ………………. The cause of this illness to an unknown disease .  

1) involved  2) modified 3) occurred 4) attributed 

32. He was killed by the driver of a stolen car who was being ….. by the police. 

1) induced 2) pursued 3) restored 4) converted 

33. This is large house with much ……………… for improvement .  

1) policy 2) insight  3) scope  4) intensity  

34. was the term’s third ……………….. victory and their fourth victory in five matches  

1) affective  2) submissive  3) successive  4) responsive  

35. Education is the current focus for public …………… across the country .  

1) trend  2) debate 3) interval  4) prospect  

36. "Do you want to play tennis today?" 

"No, I don't have …………… time to play." 

1) so 2) too 3) such 4) enough 

37. Scientists used the best telescope …………………………. They could observe other 

objects in the space. 

1) so that 2) because 3) whereas 4) in order to 

38. I can still remember the story …………….. it was so long ago. 

1) when 2) whether 3) since 4) even though 

39. Goods ……….. in automated factories are cheaper. 

1) manufacture 2) manufactured  

3) manufacturing 4) are manufacturing 
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40. "I wonder why Ali didn't say hello." 

"He …………………….. you come in." 

1) should not see 2) might not see  

3) should have seen 4) might not have seen 

41. Someone who is good at sport and takes part in sports competitions is called 

a/an ……………… 

1) partner 2) swimmer 3) athlete 4) winner 

42. Computers can control the …………………. Of all spacecrafts through space. 

1) orbiting 2) inventing 3) attracting 4) stretching 

43. Several species of monkeys are in danger of …………………….. 

1) mystery 2) extinction 3) exploration 4) hardship 

44. We have enhanced the quality of the picture. "Enhance" means: …………. 

1) instruct 2) produce 3) improve 4) distract 

45. It was very ………… to have so little control over my life. 

1) surprising 2) normal 3) probable 4) economical 

46. They discussed the …………. Of building so near so near to the airport. 

1) connection 2) advisability 3) involvement 4) invention 

47. Mr. Alavi has a big farm, he usually ………… many laborers to work on his farm. 

1) devotes 2) catches 3) hires 4) shares 

48. The government needs a more …………………. Approach to education. 

1) flexible 2) physical 3) fashionable 4) emotional 

49. This hotel is ……… comfortable, so we will stay at it. 

1) continuosly 2) powerfully 3) wonderfully 4) scientifically 

50. Barbara …………. The TV because she was tired of listening to the news. 

1) searched for 2) turned off  3) gave back  4) took away 

51.  students should have more respect for their teachers , ……………….  

1) haven’t they  2) shouldn’t they   

3) don’t they have 4) shouldn’t they have  

52.  The soup smells …………… 

1) wonder  2) wondering  3) wonderful  4) wonderfully  
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53.  this coat is n’t new - I ……………… it for very long .  

1) had 2) have  3) have had  4) am having  

54.  She......................... happier if she had a car .  

1) is 2) was  3) will be  4) should be  

55.  My father asked me ……………..drive so fast. 

1) not to 2) don’t  3) I don’t  4) to not  

56. Where’s the nurse ………………….. at the hospital ?  

1) who I saw  2) who did I see  3) whom I saw her  4) whom did I see  

57. I’m sick of my parents …………… me like a child .  

1) treating  2) managing  3) preferring  4) influencing  

58. He ……………..that he had stolen the car .  

1) forbade  2) denied  3) repaired  4) requested  

59. The seating ………………… of the hall is 300 .  

1) hole  2) track  3) width  4) capacity  

60.  Cut the meat in to thin ……………… and cook it for 20 minutes .  

1) rows  2) slices  3) details  4) muscles  

61. he has long legs and walks with …………………….. steps .  

1) giant  2) extra  3) crowded  4) immediate  

62. It is cold in the mountains and it is important to make sure your are wearing 

………….. clothing .  

1) safe  2) common  3) sufficient  4) fashionable  

63. A …..is the top of a box which can be removed when you want to open the box .  

1) lid  2) wire  3) tower  4) measure  

64. We never learned anything in our bistory class–we just sat at the back of the 

class…....... .  

1) orbiting  2) winning  3) giggling  4) searching  

65. Many parents feel a sense of ……………… when their children leave home .  

1) loss  2) effect  3) struggle  4) competition  

66. I asked Donald to play with me ,but he …………………. .  

1) upset  2) refused  3) replied  4) destroyed  
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67. The police are still trying to solve the ………………. Of his death .  

1) reason  2) record  3) scene  4) mystery  

68. I …………….. you for helping the poor so much .  

1) raise  2) admire  3 )realize  4) encourage  

69. He has a pretty garden. "pretty" means: 

1) good 2) fun 3) beautiful 4) early 

70. He paid me 10,000 Rials for that book. "paid" means: 

1) got 2) grew  3) gave 4) forget 

71. Why did you come to school late? 

1) have to 2) had to 3) must 4) could 

72. If you don’t hurry up, you will …………… work late. 

1) go up 2) get up 3) get to 4) take to 

73. How …………… is it from school to your house? 

1) long 2) much 3) far 4) many 

74. you must ………….. milk before using it. 

1) clean 2) boil 3) move 4) return 

75. It is a fast-growing plant without leaves or green coloring matter. It is a ………. 

1) flower 2) mushroom 3) plant 4) coconut 

76. You can see …………. rising from snow when it melts. 

1) smoke 2) ice 3) steam 4) lid 

77. Birds sometimes …………… during their migration. 

1) rest 2) fly 3) hope 4) turn off 

78. He was studying when I left home. When I returned he was ………….. studying. 

1) ever 2) repeat 3) still 4) again 

79. My sister usually says: "it is not my …………….. to clean your room." 

1) sense 2) duty 3) title 4) type 

80. He told me: “Please give my teacher a …………. to say that I am sick and I will be 

absent tomorrow.” 

1) language 2) sentence 3) message 4) guidance 
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81. Ahmad has listened to the music ………….. morning. 

1) for 2) at 3) since 4) by 

82. After has we had dinner, my sister ………….. the dishes. 

1) washed 2) found 3) brushed 4) watered 

83. I Couldn't find any money on my pocket. I had ……………. my wallet. 

1) found 2) made 3) lost 4) opened 

84. Unfortunately we don’t have enough ……………. to solve the problem. 

1) water 2) science 3) knowledge 4) point 

85. Try to drink a glass of orange ………….. each day. 

1) Water 2) fruit 3) juice 4) glass 

86. I asked ……….. to use ………… pen. 

1) hers – her 2) her – her 3) her – hers 4) hers – hers 

87. The opposite of push is  ……………… .  

1) pass 2) pull 3) try 4) bring 

88. My father reads …………….. .  

1) TV 2) magazine 3) sport 4) shop 

89. He was born in a city …………… is not very big. 

1) who 2) which 3) whose 4) whom 

90. A : "How was the film?" B:"It was …………….. interesting. 

1) quite 2) quiet 3) good 4) bad 

91. If You haven’t got enough money to pay the doctor, what ……………? 

1) you will do 2) you do 3) will you do 4) did you do 

92. I didn’t know you lived ……………. a long way from cit center. 

1) so 2) too 3) much 4) such 

93. …………… maxima is a very nice car, it is extremely expensive to run. 

1) while 2) since 3) when 4) If 

94. I haven’t got ……….. .  

1) no money  2) money  3) any money  4) some money . 
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95. ……….. orange juice in the fridge .  

1) There isn’t no  2) There is any  

3) There isn’t any  4) There aren’t no  

96. He goes to work ………… .  

1) by taxi  2) on taxi  3) with taxi  4) in taxi  

97.  

1) Always he wakes up at 9:00  2) He wakes up at always 9:00  

3) He always wakes up at 9:00  4) He wakes always up at 9:00  

98. We haven’t got ………… mineral water.  

1) a lot  2) little  3) too  4) much  

99.  

1) Where playing Manchester United ?  

2) Where is playing Manchester United ?  

3) Where is Manchester United playing ?  

4) Where playing is Manchester United ?   

100.  

1) What’s like the weather ?  2) How’s the weather ?  

3) What’s the weather like ?  4) How the weather is ?  

101. Mark ………… fly to London tomorrow .  

1) to going  2) goes to  3) is going to  4) go to  

102. I have class ………… .  

1) on Mondays  2) in Mondays . 

3) at Mondays  4) by Mondays .  

103. John is the manager , you need to speak to ………… . 

1) it  2) him 3) her 4) you  

104. I wanted a purple bike but they only had ………… .  

1) a one green  2) one green  3) a green one  4) a green  

105. He ………… breakfast yesterday .  

1) hadn’t  2) no had  3) didn’t have got  4) didn’t have  

106.  

1) Give the Joan money 2) Give The money to Joan 
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3) Give to Joan the money 4) Give the money at Joan 

107.  

1) Mary usually drives carefully  2) Mary carefully drives usually .  

3) Mary carefully usually drives .  4) Mary usually carefully drives .  

108. I have to go to the bank ………… some money .  

1) for getting  2) to get  3) to getting  4) for to get  

109. I’ve Lost my keys . I can’t find them ………… .   

1) anywhere  2) nowhere  3) nothing  4) somewhere  

110. we can’t get there by at 3:00 P.M There is ………… time .  

1) few  2) too little  3) too little little  4) too few  

111. He arrived ………… Heathrow airport on Friday morning .  

1) in 2) at  3) on 4) by  

112. I Haven’t had lunch with my mother ………… a year ago .  

1) since 2) …. 3) for 4) during .  

113. the kitchen can’t be dirty he ………… .  

1) is just clean it  2) have just cleaned it .  

3) just clean it .  4) has just cleaned it .  

114. he’s looking forward ………….. that film .  

1) to see  2) seeing  3) see 4) to seeing  

115. Don’t start ………… .  

1) to shouting!  2) shouting!  

3) shout!  4) in shouting! 

116. He works at the theatre , ………… ?  

1) doesn’t he ?  2) does he ?  3) isn’t he ?  4) didn’t he ?  

117. Has Mr. Brown arrived ………… ?  

1) already  2) still  3) now  4) yet  

118. If I won the lottery , I ………… a house in the country .  

1) would Buy  2) have bought  

3) will buy  4) would have bought  
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119. Peter is …………. Jane to do it at this very moment .  

1) telling  2) saying  3) saying to  4) telling to  

120. ……………. have you been waiting? 

1) How long  2) What time  3) How far  4) When  

121. They weren’t surprised and nor …………… I.  

1) weren’t  2) wasn’t  3) were  4) was  

122. I invited Mary out for a meal , but unfortunately .  

She ……………….. dinner .  

1) had already got  2) had already had  

3) have already had  4) already had  

123. ……………. Is it from Barcelona to Madrid ?  

1) How far  2) How long  3) How much  4) How many  

124. I ……………. Working at night nowadays .  

1) used to  2) used  3) am used to  4) would  

125. I have to catch 5:00 am train tomorrow , so I …………… go to bed late .  

1) needn’t  2) haven’t  3) have to  4) mustn’t  

126. I wouldn’t mind …………… tonight .   

1) to go out  2) go out  3) going out  4) to going out  

127. “Those cases look heavy “  

“…………….. carry one for you ? “  

“That’s very nice of you “   

1) will I  2) Do I have  3) Shall I  4) Do it  

128. Where have you put my keys ?  

I clearly remember ………………… them on the table last night .  

1) to leave  2) left  3) did leave  4) leaving  

129. You look tired You …………….. go to bed .  

1) need  2) have  3) should have  4) ought to  

130. That was a great match . I’ll never forget ………….. Rivaldo score that goal .  

1) see 2) to see  3) seeing  4) to seeing  

131. We …………….. better hurry up or we’ll be late .  

1) would  2) should  3) had  4) ought  
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132. She worked hard yesterday and ……………… type all the letters .  

1) was able to  2) can  3) could  4) would be  

133. I couldn’t mend the PC myself , so I ……………… at a shop .   

1) had it mended  2) had it mend  3) did it mend  4) had mended  

134.  He ran so fast ................ being followed by a ghost. 

1) as 2) as if he were 3) like 4) - 

135. A ………….. examination of the ruins indicates the possibility of arson; a more 

extensive study should be undertaken. 

1) cursory 2) mysterious 3) meticulous 4) sinister 

136. Does the threat of capital punishment serve as a(an) ………. to potential killers?  

1) device 2) malady 3) deterrent 4) intervention  

137. It took hours to ………. The car from the sand and go on with our trip. 

1) extricate 2) discard 3) preclude 4) elevate 

138. These figures are surprisingly high and they’ll have to be ……… before we can 

accept them. 

1) acquired 2) displayed 3) blended 4) verified 

139. I’ve had two job offers,and I’m in a real …………. over which one to accept. 

1) hatred 2) tension 3) quandary 4) discord 

140. They live on a busy street ………… a lot of noise from the traffic. 

1) It must be 2) There must be 3) It must have 4) There must have 
141. What do you think is the best solution ………. the problem.? 

1) to 2) on 3) for 4) with 

142. The police officer told him to stop, but he kept ……. away. 

1) ran 2) to run 3) running 4) be running 

143. People of other nationalities ..… to take part in the Olympics two centuries ago. 

1) hadn’t invited 2) didn’t invite 

3) weren’t invited 4) hadn’t been invited 

144. the police ordered me …….. anyone go out of the building. 

1) not let 2) do not let 3) not letting 4) not to let 
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145. she is going through a difficult …….. at the moment because of family problems. 

1) flight 2) function 3) heading 4) period 

146. Japan ……. and exports electronic goods all over the world. 

1) permits 2) performs 3) promises 4) produces 

147. We are taking a vacation in Europe this summer "vacation" means ………. 

1) holiday 2) contact 3) movement 4) situation   

148. I’m not going to talk to him unless he starts ……….. reasonably. 

1) behaving 2) informing 3) designing 4) attracting 

149. We first met when we were at school, and it was the start of a long …………. 

1) meeting 2) education 3) friendship 4) invitation 

150. Three people have been ………. To design a new computer system.   

1) Performed 2) employed 3) designed 4) influenced 

151. Write your......... of the experiment in your notebook.   

1) importance 2) competition 3) observation 4) conversation 

152. He called out the names of the winners to step forward."Called out" means …..   

1) shouted 2) counted 3) excited 4) respected 

153. After the accident he was not ……… for a few days. 

1) chemical 2) conscious 3) dangerous 4) emotional 

154. ………,you’ve got nothing to worry about. 

1) Sharply 2) Seriously 3) Impolitely 4) Attentively 

155. ……………… I had never seen that lady before, I recognized her from a picture. 

1) since  2) unless 3) whether  4) Although 

156. Most students think about their examination papers ……… others do not. 

1) When 2) so that 3) whereas 4) because 

157. Mary has ………………. hair. 

1) Beautiful long black 2) Beautiful black long 

3) black beautiful long 4) long beautiful black 

158. the town ………….. attacked several times since the beginning of the war. 

1) is 2) was 3) has been 4) had been 
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159. I've lost one of my gloves. I ………….. it somewhere. 

1) must drop 2) should drop 

3) should have dropped 4) must have dropped 

160. The new …………… has shown that human language is much older than we 

previously thought.  

1) practice 2) research 3) service 4) interest 

161. If a computer ……………….. information. It performs a particular series of 

operations on the information. 

1) handles 2) employs 3) processes 4) completes 

162. Crossing the North Pole on foot was a surprising fact of human ……. 

1) Missionary 2) endeavour 3) assignment 4) competition  

163. she has …….. her family and refuses to have any contact with them. 

1) denied 2) designed 3) recalled 4) involved 

164. These books are divided into ……………. according to subjects. 

1) categories 2) proportions  3) strategies 4) references 

165. The lenses …………….. his eyes to the size of dinner plates. 

1) magnified 2) recognized 3) exemplified 4) emphasized 

166. A movement of your hands, arms, or head that shoes how you feel or think is 

called …………………….. 

1) puzzle 2) struggle 3) pressure 4) gesture 

167. what's the matter with Ali? He seems to be …………… something. 

1) similar to 2) subordinate to 3) worried about 4) responsible for 

168. We were in a/an ……………. state last night because of the explosing. 

1) amusing 2) shocking 3) confusing 4) relaxing 

169. They have become ……….. disturbed as a result of their poor performance on 

the exams. 

1) efficiently  2) physically  3) emotionally 4) fortunately 

170. When did the rain start? 

It Started as soon as you …………….? 

1) have telephoned 2) had telephoned 

3) telephoned  4) would be telephoned 
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171. Neither of the doctors ……………………. Ready to operate on him? 

1) are  2) have been 3) was  4) where 

172. The teacher told us that exam papers ……………… next week? 

1) Will correct  2) would correct   

3) will be corrected 4) would be corrected 

173. I thought we could sit under a tree and rest but I found that we …………. By 

many people around. 

1) are watched  2) have been watching 

3) were watching  4) were being watching 

174. I Will have my soon ………………… in that institute. 

1) to train  2) train  3) training  4) trained 

175. Mr alavi is going to have his son ……………….. by a good teacher. 

1) taught  2) teaching  3) teaches  4) to teach 

176. Do you mind …………. This letter for me? 

1) to mail  2) mail  3) mail ed  4) mail ing 

177. The doctor advised the patient ……….. smoking as soon as possible. 

1) stopped  2) to stop 3) stopping  4) stop 

178. were is your father now? 

He drove to shiraz yesterday morning. He ………… there by now. 

1) could be  2) ought to be 3) must be  4) should be 

179. what a beautiful painting! It ………….. by a famous painter. 

1) must have painted  2) must have been painted 

3) should have painted  4) should have painted 

180. I am not feeling well today at all. 

1) If I am, I will go on a picnic 

2) if I had been, I would have gone on a picnic 

3) If I were, I would have gone on a picnic  

4) if I were, I would go on a picnic 

181. The puzzle was much too confusing for the child to solve. If it ………….. . 

1) was easier, he would solve it 2) were easier, he would solve it 

3) is easier, he will solve it 4) had been easier, he'd have solved it 
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182. I didn't pass the exam. I wish ………………. Harder. 

1) work 2) worked  3) had worked 4) have worked 

183. My father wasn’t rich enough to buy me a bicycle when I was a child. I wish he 

……………… Rich. 

1) was 2) were  3) had been  4) has been 

184. The gardener said that the flowers …………. The night befor. 

1) had been watered  2) had watered 

3) have been watered  4) were watered 

185. She said to me "I'm tired now" she told me that ………………. . 

1) she is tried now  2) she was tried then 

3) I am tried now  4) I was tried then 

186. Do you know ……………….. they gave the book to? 

1) when  2) where  3) whose  4) whom 

187. Home dosen’t like to go college, and Hamid …………………….. . 

1) didn't either  2) doesn't either 

3) neither does  4) neither did 

188. It was raining so hard, …………… he decided to go out for a walk. 

1) besides  2) so  3) therefor  4) yet 

189. Do you speak French? 

"Yes, I learned …………… in france" 

1) how it to speak 2) how to speak 

3) it how to speak 4) to speak it how 

190. A teller's job include …………………… cheerful and willing service to customers. 

1) acting 2) giving 3) looking 4) doing 

191. A teller must ………….. within his/her institution's policies. 

1) act 2) earn 3) save 4) pay 

192. To analyze financial ……………… we must study financial statements of the past 

5-10 years. 

1) management 2) markets 3) trends 4) policies 
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193. An asset is anything that is …………. and has money value. 

1) earned 2) held 3) purchased 4) learned 

194. He had a heart attack because his vessels were …………………… with fat. 

1) converted 2) clogged 3) ignored 4) warded 

195. A box in which honey – bees live is called a …………………. 

1) bloom 2) hive 3) comb 4) scent 

196. What do you think is more ……….. than time? 

1) costly 2) expensive 3) valuable 4) worth 

197. our aunt is a very …………. Person, and she always knows exactly what she 

wants to do. 

1) impolite 2) decisive 3) offensive 4) ignorant 

198. The ………… between arithmetic and geometry is that some symbols and 

principles are the same. 

1) formation 2) Agreement 3) language 4) relationship 

199. The doctor told him to …………….. the bottle before he took the medicine. 

1) break 2) make 3) wake 4) shake 

200. Money isn't the …………….. of every problem. 

1) discussion  2) collection 3) formation 4) solution 
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